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She can sing, she can play 
the piano ... but can Missy 
Higgjns act? 
Interview Peter Barrett 
Photography LeAnn Mueller 

Singer-songwriter Missy Higgins flew in to Broome to act in 

her first film straight from a US tour, without any acting experience 

(save for a few high-school plays and the odd video clip), and 

having missed every rehearsal. Waiting on set were actors Geoffrey 

Rush, Magda Szubanski, Deborah Mailman and Ernie Dingo. 

"I was horribly underprepared," says the former Geelong Grammar 

girl with the big voice. "I flew in and pretty much went straight from 

the airport into wardrobe - I was thrown in head first." 

Higgins, 25, plays Annie, a pot-smoking, backpacking hippie, 

in Rachel Perkins' adaptation of the Aboriginal musical hit Bran Nue 

Dae. The musical was originally created by Broome-based Jimmy 

Chi and the band Kuckles, and won a Sidney Myer Performing Arts 

Award when it toured Australia in 1990. Perkins wanted Higgins 

to play Annie after she saw her perform at a charity concert in 

Sydney, and singer Paul Kelly (who was in Perkin's 2001 musical 

film One Night the Moon) also recommended her for the part. "I 

was so scared about doing it," says Higgins. "I thought, this is going 

to be so completely out of my comfort zone. I made myself say 

yes because it's usually those things that turn out to be the most 

rewarding endeavours. And it was. I'm so glad I did it." 

The musical tells the story of Annie and her German boyfriend, 

Slippery (Tom Budge), who are touring Australia in a Kombi, in the 

'60s. They pick up Willie (Rocky McKenzie), who has run away from 

boarding school in Perth after arguing with the headmaster (Geoffrey 

Rush), and agree to drive him 3000 kilometres home to Broome. 

Higgins is based in Melbourne but owns a house in 

Broome and spends half her time there, drawing inspiration for 

her songs. "I really love the space of it all, just how far away from 

the city it is and the sheer beauty of it," she says. 

In the end, she took the acting in her stride, although she did 

ask Geoffrey Rush for advice when her character was about to lie 

and she wasn't sure how to play it. "He was like, 'From what I can 

remember, hippies love believing their own messages and they don't 

really know the difference after a while.' I'm not sure if it helped me 

or confused me, actually. But it made me realise that I was out of my 

depth. In the end, I just did whatever came to me at the time." 

Higgins sings two songs in the film. Singing in a musical is one 

thing, but on film isn't it a bit awkward? "In order to steer away from 

the cheesiness, you've really got to make the whole movie a kind 

of heightened reality. It's almost like a dreamtime story or a fairytale 

and everything's a bit heightened ... it didn't feel too weird at all." 

Bran Nue Dae premieres on August 8, the closing night of 

the Melbourne International Film Festival. 
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